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NPI’s mandates

• Main contributor of scientific information about 
Norwegian polar regions

• Technical and strategic advisor to Norwegian 
authorities regarding polar environmental issues

• Responsible for topographic and geological mapping 
of Norwegian polar regions

• Logistic operator in polar regions



Why are we interested by albedo at NPI

• Because we work mostly in the high Arctic that 
are often snow or ice covered areas

• Because snow, glacier and sea ice are decreasing 
and retreating

• Because albedo is a key component in Earth 
energy budget

• We are more focusing in large scale and trends 
over all kind of cryospheric surfaces than 
extremely accurate measurements 



Where are our main activities

• Svalbard (Ny-Ålesund 
and Austfonna for 
Glaciology)



Framstrait, for the sea ice work, using LANCE

The work often consist on ice station: we 
find an area where to anchor the boat and 
study the ice and snow in the area: see the 
Poster of Ioanna for some data examples 
(N_ICE drift expedition North of Svalbard)



Snow albedo 
Setup 1: 2 tripods and a 5 meters bar

more stable 
require 2 people in the field for operation

Operated with trios sensors: 320-930 nm resolution



Snow albedo 

Setup 2: 1 tripod, 2 or 3 sensors
can be operated with one person
be very caution regarding the level of each sensors
no possibility to flip the sensors (or difficult)

Also operated with Trios sensors



Snow albedo 

Setup 3: One strong and large pole for permanent monitoring:
need daily maintenance to clean the sensors surface
need to be powered 



What did we learn ?

• The Trios sensors are fairly ok to measure albedo trends over 
time but not as sensitive as other types of sensors

• The system with two tripods and a central is so far the best to 
get a more stable system (wind and leveling)

• Trios is practical for long term monitoring as it is robust and 
inexpensive (compare to other instrument), but still need 
daily check for cleaning (dust, snow and ice on top of cosine 
collector), and power!

• The software is not the best existing, not trivial, quite slow 
and there is often connection issues between the sensors and 
the software (and the database collected is large)



Snow: Field Spec (FS) instrument (ASD)

Easier to handle in the field, faster to mount 
More sensitive,  more accurate, cover the entire solar spectrum (300-2500 nm)
Expensive, not very well designed for long term measurement, less robust 
Consisted of only 1 sensors, need to be flipped 
The setup is lighter



Sea-Ice: Small Scale, Under Water

See Hudson et al. 2013 GRL

Trios sensors here are probably the most versatile tool: it can 
measure albedo but also transmittance since they are 

waterproof
But to do a good job, you need a diver!



Barrow,  Alaska

Photo: S. Hudson

Hudson et al. 2012 CRST

Electromagnetic meas. (ice and snow 
thickness) + snowpit

Sea-Ice: Local Scale
Radiation sledge transects (albedo, met., surf. prop.)



Data control unit, 
power supply and 
Iridium satellite
transfer

Surface Radiation Buoy
frame with surface sensors

Nicolaus et al. 2010, JGRWang et al. 2014, Journal of Geophys. Res. (JGR).

Sea-Ice: Long term Radiation measurements

Albedo and Transmittance from Tara drift



Spring/Summer/Autumn 2007 at Tara

Photos: Tara Crew



Another type of sledge
Difficult to keep the balance and get stable position
Very tuff for the instrument and the cables
Effect of the snow drifted by the snow scoter?



What are the uncertainties associated 
with all these measurements ?

• Calibration issues and drift over time: 
intercomparison of Trios sensors

• Shadowing effect: how much the setup itself 
affect the measurements

• The sky conditions

• Personal recommendations

• These topics will be discussed in a following 
talk this afternoon



Thanks for your attention !
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Uncertainties associated with albedo 
measurements

• Calibration issues and drift over time: 
intercomparison of Trios sensors

• Shadowing effect: how much the setup itself 
affect the measurements

• The sky conditions

• Personal recommendations



One or two sensors ?
• Two sensors allow a simultaneous data acquisition, 

i.e. sky conditions are not an issue

• Does both sensors are measuring the exact same 
values?



Trios intercomparison



Trios ratio for two sensors used in the same setup (up 
and down looking sensors

Fig. 3: Mean ratio between sensors 82B2/82B0 for clear and overcast day 

between 10:00 and 10:45 UTC as a function of wavelength (18 October, Tromsø).



Another Trios intercomparison



• 9 cosine collector sensors, diffuse light

Another Trios intercomparison

PM time: 14-15 h local, sun above the horizon but diffuse light
(Manufacturer accuracy is given better than 4%!)



• 3 X 7deg FOV sensors, Trios, diffuse light

Another Trios intercomparison

PM time: 14-15 h local, sun above the horizon but diffuse light
(Manufacturer accuracy is given better than 4%!)



Dark lab experiment

SETUP (Ocean Optics sensor simply monitored the lamp 
spectrum, Voltage was also monitored)



Pictures of 
the setup

Ocean optic sensor



Dark lab experiment: Cosine sensors



Dark lab experiment: 7 deg FOV sensors



Sensors compared almost the 
same when being outside under 
diffuse light and in the lab, 
expect for the start of the 
spectrum, below 400 nm.

The offset outside is about 2-4% 
and 2-5% in the lab

We also tried to force the 
integrating time of each sensors 
in order to get the same, the 
conclusion was that it can lead 
to very large differences, that is 
probably not something to try 
out in the field.



The 7 deg FOV senors are also 
good and in the range of 
uncertainty given by the 
manufacturer (4%)

The drift is less pronounced 
outside and that might be 
due to the setup 



What did we learn about these?

• The Trios sensors, even if in the range of instrument 
uncertainty, show quite some differences

• The main interest in using this setup is to be able to 
measure at the same time, both incoming and 
outgoing fluxes

• Comparison shows that some sensors are drifting 
quite substantially: an unfortunate combination of 2 
bad sensors…..



Diffuse-Direct conditions

Already shown, ratio of 2 
sensors used in the same 
setup.

Sensors have not been 
calibrated during 2 years 
(but this do not change 
anything) but the ratio 
are very different under 
different conditions.

We do not have 
investigate deeply the 
cosine collector issues 
but it seems there is 
some large effect here!



Another uncertainty: the shadowing



How to consider the shadowing

– we create a gird of point around the setup and 
determine if each point sees the sky or the setup, 
this determine the amount of incoming light 
reaching the ground

– Then, from the downward looking sensors, we 
create another grid of point to determine if it sees 
the snow or part of the setup 

– The code can run using either direct or diffuse 
light

– Snow is considered Lambertian



How to consider the shadowing

– This method is an upper limit since even if part of 
the incoming light reaches the setup or part of the 
reflected one goes towards the setup, not all of it 
is definitely blocked

– Here we consider that if anything is interfering, 
the contribution is zero

– The albedo of the setup is therefore equal to 0



Diffuse sky = 0,9505
Direct sky, 15 March = 0,991
Direct sky, 15 April = 0,989
Direct sky, 15 Mai = 0,984

Diffuse sky = 0,9528
Direct sky, from 
1.Decem to 1. March
= 0,934

Diffuse sky = 0,9709
Direct sky, 15 March = 0,977
Direct sky, 15 April = 0,977
Direct sky, 15 Mai = 0,976

Shadowing is in between 1 to 7 %, 
depending on the setup
The diameter of the poles are extremely 
effective to block the light
The height of the sensors is also a crucial 
point (not shown here)



What are the best setup ?

Gives around 2 to 3% under 
diffuse light and 1 to 2 % 
under direct 

Gives around 1.5% under 
diffuse light and less than 1% 
under direct 



The sky conditions

• This is one of the most natural critical issues 
when doing albedo measurement

– Trios sensors showed they have different drift  
depending on light conditions

– Shadowing effect is more pronounced under 
diffuse sky (if the setup is correctly oriented!)



Recommendations? Maybe…

• Over snow, possibly use a FS instrument
• Over sea ice and when snow is almost gone on sea ice, 

Trios are sensitive enough, and under water is 
becoming interesting, only possible with Trios

• Trios are more robust, so when conditions are difficult 
(melt pond, thin ice), less risk

• Always flipped the sensors, even when using Trios, to 
avoid the drift issues (take care of the tilt!) 

• Shadow is more pronounced over diffuse sky, clear sky 
appear to be the best conditions

• Long term measurements: clean the cosine collector 
and probably change it after some years



Can we hunt for BC in the Arctic snowpack?

• Overall uncertainties: 2 to 5%
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50 ppb is difficult to detect, and this is two time what we find in the snow surface…



Thank you for your attention
(again) 



Albedo Tilbakekobling

From: UNEP Global Outlook for Ice and Snow (2007)/Perovich and others.



Reflectance F07_10g_01-04 (27 April 2007)
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The incoming light

Direct light, low SZA, lower 
albedoSZA



The incoming light

Direct light, high SZA, higher 
albedo

SZA



The incoming light

Diffuse light, no dependence of the 
albedo of snow to the SZA (θ), but 

A diffus ~  A direct θ = 55



The topography of the surface……

Lotus meeting, Hangzhou, April 2012, Snow Physic and Albedo Gallet J.C., Norwegian Polar Institute
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SSA = Total interfacial surface area between the ice crystal and the interstitial air

S = surface area

V = volume

ice=917 kg m-3

120 m2 kg-1 12 m2 kg-1 4 m2 kg-1

Snow SSA, what is it ?
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